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SwiftUI at Scale
- “But it’s not production ready” 
- Wrong!



Why would you want to use SwiftUI?

• Because


• It’s


• Less


• Code


• And


• More


• Fun

Sorry for the boring long list of bullet points



Why would you want to use SwiftUI?

• It’s less code and more fun

For real



Now that you get it

We can get to some very boring, very concrete 
🧱, yet exciting examples!



Exhibit A

Design & product come to you with this perfect, most 
beautiful list you ever saw



Exhibit A



Exhibit A
With UIKit
1. Setting up the UITableView using the flavour of the day


A. Delegate/Datasource pattern


B. Diffable Datasource


C. Cell configuration


2. Making UITableViewCell with nice auto layout code or XIB


3. Place everything by hand


4. Realise that with the new design you would be safer with an UICollectionView


5. Rewriting all your code to fit UICollectionView


6. Lot of code, headache, rage, raising 🐑 seems like a good idea



Exhibit A
List { 
  Section("Talks") { 
    ForEach(speakers) { speaker in 
      SpeakerRow(speaker: speaker) 
    } 
  } 
}

With SwiftUI



Exhibit A
List { 
       Section("Speakers") { 
    ScrollView(.horizontal) { 
      LazyHStack { 
        ForEach(speakers) { speaker in 
          SpeakerHeadRow(speaker: speaker) 
        } 
      } 
    } 
  } 
          } 

  Section("Talks") { 
    ForEach(speakers) { speaker in 
      SpeakerRow(speaker: speaker) 
    } 
  } 
}

With SwiftUI



Exhibit B



Exhibit B

1. Instantiate and configure all your views


2. addSubview everything


3. Add auto layout constraints


A. With some library like Cartography


B. With your own helpers


C. Using the ASCII format (??)


4. Run your app multiple times on multiple devices


5. Sure you could have done it with UIStackView but it still lot of boring code

With UIKit



Exhibit B
With SwiftUI
VStack(spacing: 16) { 
 AsyncImage(url: URL(string: "...") 
 VStack(spacing: 8) { 
  Text("...") 
  Text(“...") 
 } 
 .frame(maxWidth: 300) 
 HStack { 
Image(systemName: "heart.circle") 
Spacer() 
Image(systemName: "xmark.circle") 
} 
.frame(maxWidth: 150) 

}





But why at scale then?

The Medium app is full of SwiftUI and it’s in use by millions!



The Lists feature is in SwiftUI



Recommendations UI is in SwiftUI



And a lot more!



It’s not about SwiftUI for SwiftUI

1. We can take full advantages of Swift Packages


2. Faster compile time


3. SwiftUI previews


4. Less code!


5. It’s just much faster to make a new features


6. Not all screens or features are made for SwiftUI



Was it a mistake?
Sometimes yes, 99% of the time no

• Harder to test


• SwiftUI is linked to the one shipped with iOS


• Runtime differences


• High level components have a lot of “free” behaviour


• Harder to customize in some cases.



Thank you!
🚀

 

http://glose.com

